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■ "QUALITY-AND RELIABILITY OF DATA

..1. ;-The .success or failure of, any.-survey depends ultimately on the quality

'of the'-data'collected. It is very important, therefore, that every effort

should be made to ensure the highest quality possible. Careful and thorough

planning in organizing the field operations coupled with rigorous implementation

of the plan will do much to achieve this.

2. The quality of statistics derived from a survey is determined by a' number

of factors,-, such as accuracy, their relevance to the needs of users, and timeliness

of...the,'results. This paper does not aim ati dealing with all these factors, but

. cpriden'trates, on some of the errors which affect the accuracy of the results and

rra£e'specifically on the sampling, . non-response and response- errors. In

doing so/ the main purpose is not to describe them in detail but to provide the

conceptual framework for the Annex in which some guidelines,for quality reporting

are. presented. There are a number, of excellent references which deal in-depth

with this subject mattery a list of some of them is given at the end of this
paper.

3. ;i Each.pf the steps taken in a. survey is exposed to the risk of error,"

thus, the results cannot be expected- to correspond to the unknown truth.

4. Fortunately, the value of a statistic does not depend on its being

exactly true. To be useful a statistic merely needs to sufficiently approximate

.the true value to serve specific needs. No general rule can be' laid down to

determine the required reliability qf a survey? for this account would have to

be taken of the required use to be made and of the effect of errors of differing
sizes on the action taken based on the results.-

5. The awareness that errors in surveys are inevitable has caused greater

emphasis to be placed on the "precision" of the estimates; that is.on indicating

the-.range within which the principal survey estimates may be expected to.fall.

However, some other "types of error should also be taken into consideration in

assessing the quality of the survey data. . ■ -.

6. In evaluating the accuracy of the survey data, it is convenient to
distinguish between two types of errors:'(a) sampling errors and Cb) non-sampling
errors. -

7. Sampling errors are those associated only with sampling and occur because

observations are rrade only on a sample and not on the entire population.. Non-
sampling errors, however, are present in both sample surveys and complete enumera

tions. As the term implies, non-sampling errors comprise all the variety of

errors other than those due to sampling, such as non-response errors, inability

or unwillingness of respondents toprovide correct answers, incorrect answers

due to ambiguities in the wording of the questionnaires, errors due to failure
on the part of the interviewers to correctly interpret survey instructions,
mistakes in coding and in the transfer of data to tapes', etc. All these errors
affect the quality of the data, some more seriously than others: their cumulative
effect on the accuracy of survey results depending on the type of data and
method of collection may equal or even exceed that of the errors due to sampling.
In Africa, it is generally believed that the contribution of non-sampling error
to the total error of a survey is much greater than that due to sampling.
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8. The accuracy of the results of a survey is jointly affected by sampling and
non-sampling errors. These errors have to be estimated in order to assess the degree
of reliability of the survey data. The calculation of sampling-errors is,possible
if probability rrethods are used in selecting the .sample.- Unfortunately, .without
some indication of the "true" value, of ^statistic, the estimation of non^sampling

errors is extremely difficult.

Coverage errors

9. There are two types of coverage errors:

.i. Non-coverage errors, that is the failure to include in the frame all
units belonging to the target population. Incomplete .frames often

result in this\type of errors.. Also, in the course of developing the
sample design, inadequate- or incomplete' field ^listing of ultimate
sample units" can be another source of coverage error.

ii. Over-coverage errors happen when some units appear in the frame more
than once, giving them a larger than intended chance of selection in

the sample.

10. The coverage errors usually remain undetected unless special investigations

are made, such as post enumerations surveys, re-listing, etc.

Sampling errors ,

11 In order to render more efficient the collection of data^ronY households
most countries use sampling for this purpose. The only exception is. in the case
of censuses when data on small area basis is usually required.

12. The estimation of the reliability of survey results; based on the actual
data obtained from the sample, is one of the most important objectives of sample
design. There are several measures of reliability which may bemused* in ^
technical terms, there are the notions of variance, rel-variance- Correlative
variance), standard error, relative error, and coefficient of variation, the
calculation of all those measures is possible if probability methods are used

in selecting the sample.

13. The standard error (the square root of sampling variance) is the form in
which sampling error is usually expressed* it measures the precision with which
the estimate from a particular sample approximates the hypothetical average

result from all possible samples.

■ 14. The size of the standard error—and therefore the reliability of the

estimates—is determined by three factors:

.a. the magnitude of variations among elements in the population;
b. the efficiency of the sample design? and

c. the size of the sample.
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Non-response errors

a. Definitions

15. There has been an embarassing variety of definitions and classifications,

relating to non-response errors, which makes an efficient CGrrmunication of

survey findings, impossible. For our purpose we follow, more or less, the

definition and classification used'by the "Dn Statistical .Office. Thus, non-
response may be defined as a failure to obtain a complete report froma reporting
unit'which legitimately fallsinto the sample in a particular survey,, and it
may be one of two kinds:

i- Total for complete) non-response, where a survey questionnaire

is not obtained for a designated uniti

ii- Item (or partial) non-response, where the survey questionnaire
is obtained for a unit, but responses for one or more questions

are not obtained.

IB. Regarding the components of total non-response, in household surveys,
one can recognise the following components: (i) Refusal, (ii) No one at home

(the occupant could not be contacted after several attempts even though the
house was known to be occupied during the" period), (iii) Temporarily absent
(the household was absent for the entire survey period.) and (iv) Other (e.g.,
internal migration, illness, inaccessible areas, etc.'K

b. Sources and causes of total non-response , ., - .

17. . Non-response occurs.because of operational difficulties, time and cost
constraints, a-;lack of co.-operation from respondents and the inability or,

unwillingness.of -the^interviewer to obtain responses. Basically, the causes-

and the size of non-response:;are related to the type of the survey, the data

collection methods, the category of population investigated, the interviewer's

training and, the sample design.

18. But even for a .given type.of survey or sample design each component of

non-response has different causes and requires a different treatment.

19. A useful indicator of the severity of non-rssponse is the non-response;

rate. For all practical purposes and assuming that (a) there is no under,-,

or over-coverage!;.and. (bJ-.fehjB- sample is self-weighting, the definition of the

non-response rata-could be*.given as the complement of the response rate. The

numerator is the eligible units selected in a sample for which information

is not obtained because of refusals, not found at home, temporarily absent,
unavailable by reason of illness, incompetence, language difficulties, etc.
The denominator is the total number of eligible units initially selected in the
sample.
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c. Effect on the results

20. All household surveys suffer from non-response. The effect of non-response

on the accuracy of the survey estimates can be expected to result in a bias as

well as in an increased variance. This is because households that are not

interviewed often represent special kind of situations that differ from the

average. For example, persons not easily found at home may represent smaller

households without children, or where both husband and wife workfj etc., .,.:+.

21. F Unless non-response constitutes a very small proportion of the whole

sample, the validity of the survey results will be in question. This does not

necessarily mean that a survey with a high non-response rate may not provide

useful information. In general, however, the higher the non-response rate, the

higher the possible bias in the estimates and the less likely it is that the

objectives of a survey can be fully satisfied.

d. Measures to control and reduce non-response

22. In frost countries substantial efforts are made to increase low response

rates or to maintain satisfactory response rates.

23. Steps which are usually taken to reduce non-response include the

publicising and explaining of the purposes of the survey, careful training of

the interviewers in the techniques of eliciting information from respondents,

motivation of reluctant participants and call-backs to deal with initial non-

response.

24. Another effective means of reducing non-response is considered the

"proxy interview". Because of time and cost constraints it is virtually

impossible to obtain information from every individual. For this reason proxy

interviewing is widely used in most household surveys. Generally only one

member of a household is interviewed who responds on behalf of all other members.

Such respondents may be spoken of as "proxy respondents".

25. However, the information supplied by proxy respondents for other adults

in the household may be less complete or accurate than that which those adults

can supply for themselves. There are also limits on the type of information

that can be collected by proxy. In general, the more factual the questions

posed, in contrast with attitude questions, the better the quality of the

information ohtained by a proxy. Exceptions to this general rule will be found

in certain surveys such as fertility surveys, in which a pregnancy history

approach is .included. In such cases, even though the information required is

factual, only the eligible female may be able to supply the information.

e. Adjustment for unit and item non-response and on methods of imputation

26. In any survey, as we have seen, it is to be expected that there will.be

some sample units for which no interview will be obtained. Besides, regardless

of the efficiency of interviewers in controlling incomplete data (item non-

response), there will be a point beyond which such non-response cannot be taken

care of at a reasonable cost. Consequently, some compensation through sample

design and imputation must be carried out to attempt to reduce bias.
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27. Various methods exist-for adjusting-for these typos of non-response. Some
of;,the main methods used are discussed below.- . ,■ . ■;;

C1) Procedures of adjustment for total ncn-response ■ " . - • -

26... At data collection stage, one method of dealing with non-response cases,.,

which' cannot otherwise be resolved,, is through the uss of substitutes. It must

be .emphasised, however, that this is still 'r'oh.-response and substitution is'a '
means' of imputation. . *' ■■■ :-

29./lp There are two basic types of substitution that are used: '•"'.''

(i) Selection of a random substitute:

.. '.. An additional population unit is selected on a'probability

" .. basis to replace each non-responding unit. Potential ' ' ]■'

V . substitutes are, usually, selected prior to ths data.collection*

Cii) Selection of a specifically.designated substitute: . ■ -

:.,., In this procedure, the intent is to.find a substitute similar

: . in characteristics to that of.a rion-respondent. ' '

30. The use of substitutes does not reduce the potential bias any more.than.
other methods of imputation 'would. There can be a slight decrease "in sampling"
variability, however, since the effective sample.size is somewhat:larger. On \.
the other hand, it is possible that the interviewers are less diligent in J '"'' '
attempting to reduce non-response if they know that substitutes are available...
Thus, it might be advisable to restrict the use of substitutes to situations :'v
where at is absolutely essential to build up.the sample size and where tight : '
control is maintained over- the operation. . .

31. At the estimation- stage other: methods exist for imputing'for non-response.

fi) Ths "Duplication" method is another for™ of substitution. In

.-."'. this method., dataifor an Interviewed household in a particular-,
cell or segments-selected randomly, are duplicated for -& rioh-^ :■

interviewed one:"in" ths sarre segment. This.'procedure has'tHfe-1':--
effect oF doubling the weight of ths' substitute household.:'.:.-An :
example of a duplication method is a "hot deck" procedure,

described further on.

(ii) The. "Re-weighting" method of imputation (as applied in practice
■to total non-response) is.one in which the sample weights are
inflated by the inverse of response rate in. a cell or segment.

..Implicitly, . the. imputed value for the-missing data of each
non-responding unit Is the mean of all responding units in the
cell or.segment. Thus, by this procedure the adjustment is

spread throughout the segment.

v.v .- ■ (2). Procedures of. adjustment fqr- item, non-response

32. ■ Item non-response is>r-usually, due either to the unwillingness of a
respondent to answer the question, or to- the negligence of the' interviewer to
write down the answer, . . . ;
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■33.- ■ The actual methods of rreking corrections trey vary depending upon the

item. Generally, the best procedure is to resolve the problem from other data'

within the record. When this is not possible,- a method of imputing responses

should be used. . .-..."

34. Che approach is the so-called "cold deck* procedure,.whereby, imputations

of responses can be made on a proportional basis from a distribution of valid
responses. However, unless data are available from previous surveys,, a pilot ■

survey or other sources, this technique necessitates pretabulation of valid
responses from the current survey, which rray not be economically or operationally

feasible.

35. Another approach is, the so-called "hot deck!: procedure. This method uses

the valid response for "the last person in the file with similar characteristics.
The name derives from the fact that stored values used for imputation are *
constantly^changing'and always reflect the last valid response to an item, within

the distribution of related characteristics.

36. "'"-'Decisions, on whether.to impute values or to retain "unknown" categories
depend on a number'of circumstances. Although imputation may conceal a bias,
the retention of unknown categories in such basic characteristics as sex and

age can create problems for analysts. .Often, the users are' thereby induced to
make their own imputations and so.on. the"basis of less adequate information ;

than is.' available to'the statistical offices. ■ . .. .; . '..',v.r _,..;

Response errors ... ■

37.' The last type of error to be discussed in this section is one which .may
be a serious source of bias, namely, the response or measurement error;- _ A
response error is formally defined as the deviation of the value of an item
..actually obtained for a particular unit of observation from the "true" or

"correct" value of that item.

38. This type of error can arise, among other things, from vaguely formulated

questions, shortcomings in:the instructions, and because the respondents,
knowingly or unknowingly, submit erroneous answers. This last source of

response errors includes those respondents: ..

Ci) Who purposely report certain information incorrectly out of

fear of taxation or to protect their dignity, prestige or
simply to conform to what they think is appropriate. For
example: misreporting of income or of.consumer's purchase of
alcoholic drinks" and tobacco, women who declare themselves
younger than they are, illiterate people who report that they
are able to read" and write, some people who raise the level
of their education, others the grade of their occupation, etc.

Cii) Who are unable to recall or report certain facts at the tirre of
the interview, especially if the facts concerned relate to the.

.'past. For example, even major items of expenditure incurred-

some tirre ago may not be recalled during -an interview. It . •
should be noted that retrospective survey data are oft,en

particularly prone to such errors.
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39. Reponse .errors.are usually detected when the data, are analysed or

evaluated; '"Th.^e. operations include both (ij checking the'plausibility of the-';-
data against_'_'certain demographic' relationships and substantive-models and - '\'i:-
Cii) .cbir^arlrig: the,' results, with external1 sources of'data.. Sometimes post -'■ '

enOfrierat'itfn surveys'are also carried out as was done in several VFS surveys in ■■

a number of countries, e.g., Lesotho, North Sudan and Tunisia in Africa.

■■;/■;' "'" EVALUATION 0F: THE QUALITY OF DATA . ■ .";; ' :": . ;;;

General ;' '■"'"■■'■ "

40. One previously neglected aspect of .survey taking which,is receiving

increasing attention is the need for evaluation of the quality of data.

41. Especially, data use,d to-1 guide .decisions on programmes and. controversial

issues, (e.g.., rate of unemployment, weights in consumer's price indices, etc.)

should-meet' high 'standards'. Tn"e 'accuracy; should be sufficient to -avoid
misinterpretations'that'Yrey "occur as a'result of unreliable-or seriously
biased estimates.' /- ■' > ''- *_"'1V:" v ■'.■ ■ ,.■---,■ ■■■ .* • -:■ ■.;;-.

42- The uses to which the1 statistical1 :data are to be'put determine how

accurate the data must be. The greater the accuracy required for setting a

rule or making a decision, the higher must be the quality of the data. On

the other hand, survey administrators do not always realise how uneconomical

and even wasteful it is to require statistical data to possess accuracy greater

than necessary for intended use.

43. ' The information obtained from an evaluation programme should aid in

detecting those aspects of the survey operation that clearly require attention

and improvement. The evaluation results are also important in guiding analysts

in interpreting the survey data and in advising and perhaps cautioning others

in thsir use. By taking such initiative a statistical agency may preclude

unjustified criticism of the survey findings.

44. As has already been stressed earlier, in any survey, and for that matter

in any survey conducted within the NHSCP framework, one expects a certain amount

of error in the data. It is due. to the above considerations that the ECA

Statistics Division is strongly recommending to the countries of the region that

they should always incorporate an evaluation programme into their household

surveys,

45. The guidelines for quality reporting suggested in the Annex should be

considered as a first step in this direction. In the process of developing it

a modest approach was followed taking into consideration:

(iJ The existing national practices for collecting information*

Cii) The constraints imposed by the limited personnel and other

resources available to .national statistical offices;

Ciii) The need, at the start, to limit the scope to a few well

defined objectives which could be readily assimilated by the

national statistical offices and which would facilitate the

eventual expansion of the programme.
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46,-. On-the basis of the above considerations.it is,suggested to limit ■•

initially the presentation of information on data quality to selected cprrponents

of the accuracy of the survey data/'namely,., to under-coverage^.to sampling ;-'v.]V
error, and to total or item non-response. Response error evaluation should be,, ;

tackled at a much later stage. . ; .

Notes on the Annex

47. The household surveys constitute already a powerful tool for national

policy formulation; the introduction of an evaluation' programme will further

sharpen this tool.

48. The suggested guidelines have two major objectives: ' ;.

a. To provide the users with some information about the survey errors ...

for assessing'the reliability of the dataj and .

b. To furnish the competent staff of the national.statistical offices :

with information on the kind and size of error .arising in their

household surveys, for the use in monitoring the quality and

providing thus the basis for both the improvement of the methods

, used and of, the design of future surveys. ■..'■■.
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SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR' REPORTING
ON THE QUALITY OF DATA

Sampling errors

1. _ Inthe case of labour force demographic and similar surveys the absolute

and relative standard errors of estimates should be"'giveh of"the number Of '
persons having any given characteristic covered by the survey (Example Table 1)

Whenever the results are presented in percentage distributions the standard
errors in percentage points should also be included [Example Table 2). Note

these standard' errors is given in terms of a 2 chances out of 3.=.. .If it is

desired to give a range of .19 chances out of. 20, the corresponding standard
errors will have to be doubled.

TABLE 1

Absolute and relative standard errors of estimated numbers of persons

Size

,;■■

1,

of estimate

25,000

50,000

100,000

250,000

500,000

000,000

Standard

Absolute

700

'1,100

1,500

2,300

3,300

4,700

error~

Relative (o/o)

-3.0" -.■.' ""

2/1 . ■

1.5

.9

J

.5

etc.
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TABLE 2

Standard errors in percentage points of estimated percentages

Estimated

percentage

2.or 98

5 or 95

10 or 90

25 or 75

50

250-

1.0

1.5

2.1

3.1

3.6

Base

500

.7

1.1

1.5

2.2

2.5

of estimated

(000)

1,000 2,

.5

.8

1.0

1.5

1.8

percentage

500 •■.■£

.3

.5

.7

1.0

1.1

i,000

.2 '

.4

-5

= 7

.8

1-0,000

.1

.3

.4

.5

.6

2. In the case of income and expenditure surveys, a selected number of ^
income and expenditure item estimates should be presented together with their

absolute and relative errors (Example: Table 3).

TABLE 3

Absolute and relative standard errors of a selected number of
expenditure items-All households

Item

Total expenditure

Food and drink

Housing

Clothing & footwear

Miscellaneous

CereaIs

Meat

Average annual

expenditure

per h/hd in

(local cur.units)-

1,320

718

270

41

291

etc.

Standard

-Absolute

11.8

9.3

6.2

1.7

6.1

...

error

Relative (o/o)

,9

1-3

2.3

4=1

2.1

■ a D
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Coverage

,■3. .. This,paragraph should contain a statement concerning any detected ■ -
coverage error which might have a distorting effect on the survey results.
Indicate.the,.source (incomplete frames, listing errors, etc.) and its magnitude,
if known * If feasible, an appraisal should.also be given of the effect of- this
error-on the results.

Total .(or complete) Non-response

4. As a very minimum, information should be given concerning the extent
and causesof non-response. Some additional information on the components of
the-total non-response would also be useful (Example: Table 4). '■'

. "'I " .. ... - TABLE 4

lBase

Total number

of units in

..sample

Number (o/o)

Res-'-

ponse

rate

in

Vo)

Non

Total

NR

rate

-response rates

No one

Refu- at

sals home

in (o/o)

Tempo -

rarily

absent

Other

(.internal

migration;,1..
■ inaccessi-;

bility,. etc/

100,0

Note: For all practical purposes, consider NR rate = (complement of the
response rate) = units not-interviewed/total number of eligible
units initially selected in the sample.

Incase the sample is not self-weighting, rrake the necessary
adjustments, by reweighting the rates in accordance with the
sample design.

5. Some indications should also be given of the effect of the above NR
rates on certain population groups (ethnic groups, age groups, nomads, size of
household, etc.) which you think were most affected.

6. Whenever adjustments for non-response have been made an account should
be given of the nature of these adjustments and the way in 'which they we're
derived.

Item non-response

7. This paragraph should contain a brief statement concerning item non-
response to a'selected number of questions.
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Response errors

8. (Due to vaguely formulated questions, shortcomings in the instructions, ' ■

and because ■■the respondents deliberately or unknowingly. Submit erroneous-'•answers)

9. .If there havs been any indications of the existence, in a persistent way,

of this type of error in the answers to certain questionnaire items a brief 'l ■

staterren;c should be mads (p.g., particulars on age, income, etc,-)- It'should-be

noted however thet in certain cases detailed Indications of the size and direction
of error due to response errors will only be apparent after■a.thprpugh;in-depth;,

analysis of the results. , ■'.■; ;■=,= ,*■■.■...:,

Comparisons" with other sources of information ,..; .-.. ■ '.., ,. _ .■ ...--. ; . f .,:• ... ■;:

10. Every reasonable effort should be made to provide comparisons with other

independent sources of information, and in particular with the last csnsus.

Such comparisons should be reported along with other results, and the significant

differences should be discussed. The object of this_is not. to'throw light on. .

the sampling error, since a well designed, survey provides.adequate internal

estirrates of such-errors, but rather to'gain'Knowledge of piasas / and'other "non-

sampling errors. . . ..._; -.: . ' ' ._"_._

11. Disagreement between the results of a sample survey and other independent
sources may.of course sometimes'be due, in whole or in part, to differences in"

concepts,:end definitions or- to errors in the information from other sources. ■

Examples-of these comparisons are given in Table 5.-

TABLE 5 ■ ■

Ssx distribution of suivey respondeots, .cenpared

With'population astimat.EL ^Cefisup":'.19.. .. 3 .

Sex

Males

Females

Both sexes

■ Unweighted

sample

Ca)

, «» . ;■■ ■.■

.;.. ■ y\-

100.0

■. Population ■ .-

estimate

fb)

'■■:, ■■■■ ,■,::■; -'■

100.0

Percentage

(a) : Cb)

100

Note 1: 'By unweighted sample it is 'rrcarit. the estirra'te before- any

■ weighting for non-rasponse adjustment.

Note 2: In cass you treated the total non-response cases by the

substitution method, indicate that as a footnote in the table,

and cross cut in column La) the word "unweighted". A similar

table can be compiled for age distribution, etc
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Additional rerarks

12. Add any information or cotrment you believe will be helpful in assessing
the quality of data. - . ■. &
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